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"Electronic Inspector's base price typically represents < 25 % of its Total Cost of Ownership,
           with the remaining costs accounting for the > 75%"

Total Cost of Ownership of an Electronic Inspector

Counting the number of Technologies existing for the measurement of the fill level in Bottling
Lines, we encounter at least seven different.  

Front of so many alternatives, the obvious question:                                            

 "What is the optimal solution, the one providing maximum Quality and minimum costs ?"
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Total Cost of Ownership of the Electronic Inspectors (an alias of Bottling Controls) truly paid by Food and Beverage
Bottling Plants.   Only the purchase price (including installation, startup and commissioning), accounting for 25 % is known

with infinite precision.   75 % accounts for partially hidden or roughly estimated direct and indirect costs, related to
change-overs, upgrades, maintenance by external staff of the Vendor, maintenance by internal staff of the Bottler,

operation by Production staff, administration.   The mere downtimes until here not cited, were capable in several cases to
sum over 5 days, losses-on-production ranging ~ 67 % of the purchasing price paid to acquire the Electronic Inspector

This question encounters an answer established long time ago by Gartner Group™. The
answer can be formulated in terms of Total Cost of Ownership (TCO), integrated along ten
years, for the Full Bottle Inspector devoted to fill level inspection in the out feed of the Filler or
of the Labeller Machine.

Gartner, Inc.™ defines TCO as the total cost of using and maintaining a Bottling automated
Quality Control investment over time.   

TCO calculations include a combination of direct costs:

hardware, 
upgrades, 
change-overs to new bottle formats, 
operation of the device by the Staff,

administration,
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plus indirect costs:

end-user operations,
downtimes.   

The Total Cost of Ownership is often overlooked and, unfortunately, unbudgeted.  So that it
implies in the end often huge inaccuracies into the Bottling Factory spending analysis.  Most
Bottling Companies believe the major extent of their direct costs end at the point of purchase.
However, research extended to:

> 400 Electronic Inspectors commissioned and serviced and whose lifetime was
later, also in economic terms, followed;
tens of types of  Electronic Inspectors commissioned and serviced and whose lifetime
was later, also in economic terms, followed  (sum over the different Vendors of all of the
different kinds of Electronic Inspector commissioned, e.g.: fill level standalone, case or
crate standalone, cap standalone, squeezers standalone  PET EBIs in-the-machine, glass
or PRB EBIs standalone, label in-the-machine, label standalone, etc.);
> 100 kinds of inspections, by different Vendors, commissioned and serviced along their
lifetime (sum over the different Vendors of all of the different kinds of inspection
commissioned and whose lifetime was later, also in economic terms, followed );
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The Electronic Inspector's purchasing price, device installation, startup & commissioning included, typically represents    
 < 25 % of its Total Cost of Ownership.   Remaining 75 % includes after-sale costs along years of: losses on Production

(false rejects), recalls of Production due to poor Quality, downtimes, costs to pay Vendor’s Staff on-site Service and
Maintenance activities, out-of-guarantee spare parts, labour of the Plant Production and Plant Maintenance Staff, etc.
Losses on Production technology-related, e.g. adopting HF Fill Level Inspection rather than X-rays Fill Level Inspection
cost much more than what can be deduced by a mere estimation of False Rejects.  The out feed of the Filler or Labeller

Machines are critical areas of the Bottling Line: one-way conveyors where bottles (or, cans) reach the maximum speed.    
 To falsely reject 0.10 % rather than 0.01 % along 10 years, increase the Total Cost of Ownership much more than the

difference 0.09 %.   This, because Rejectors, also named Ejectors, are not ideal devices.   Inner wearing and timing errors
shall introduce downtimes because of jams in the area of the reject Tables and and fallen containers.

shows that an Electronic Inspector's purchasing price typically represents < 25 % of its TCO,
with:

spare parts replaced during technical maintenance activites by the Staff of the
Maintenance Dept. of the same Bottling Plant;
external technical support, say external Service Technicians’ maintenance activities billed
to the Bottling Plant by the Vendors of Electronic Inspectors;
external technical support during change-overs to new bottle formats, again external
Service Technicians’ maintenance activities billed to the Bottling Plant by the Vendors of

Electronic Inspectors;
labor costs of the Production Staff operating the devices;

accounting for the remaining > 75%.  
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accounting for the remaining > 75%.  

These aftermarket expenses represent the greatest piece of the Total Cost of Ownership pie
and should therefore warrant the highest levels of scrutiny.

Fill level inspection Technologies: a TCO point of view 

We’ll focus in the following section on the comparison of:

commercial prices, part of the TCO, paid by the Bottlers to acquire different Technologies
of fill level inspection devoted to the same bottling application;
losses-on-production, strictly related to the chosen Inspector Technology;
inspection Quality, strictly related to the chosen Inspector Technology.

The Electronic Inspectors require constant configuring and maintenance.  Ongoing costs
related to interventions on sensitivity to enforce the Bottling Company Quality Policy, change-
overs, repair and general support (e.g., cleaning) are unavoidable.   No doubt that choosing, on
a case-by-case level, the optimal fill level inspection Technology for the particular packaging
process, will increase efficiency, expand productivity and truly reduce your TCO cost.

In the specific of our fill level inspection case, huge differences on the value of the parts is
implied in one or the other technology.  X-ray technology implies so much optoelectronics and
mechanics, to be intrinsically of high-economic value.  

In the meantime, as visible by the figure down representing the electromagnetic spectrum,      
 X-ray band occupies a portion of the spectrum much more energetic than the High
Frequencies, Infra Red and Laser (visible light) fill level inspection alternative technologies
named:
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A benchmark of three fill level technologies, X-rays, Infrared (IR) and High Frequency (HF) in the electromagnetic spectrum,
based on the energies involved by mean of the  E  =  h v   fundamental formula (where  v  =  c / λ,  c speed of propagation of
em waves in the vacuum,   λ wave length,  v frequency,  h  Panck's constant,  E energy of the photon).     In the case of the
Bottling Controls:  a) the energy of a single X-ray photon results ~ 1000 times greater than that associated to an IR photon,
 b)  the energy of a single IR photon results ~ 10 000 000 times greater than that associated to an High Frequency (21 MHz).
   X-ray inspection results 10000 billions times more energetic than HF, minimising the false rejects rates related to ambient

conditions’ fluctuations. 

How much energy is involved is a fundamental data, defining the independance by external
factors (ambient temperature and humidity, temperature of the beverage) of the adopted
measurement system.  Adopting, as a base for normalization of the results, the energy content
of the 21 MHz (~ 14 m wavelength) signal used to evaluate the presence of water-based liquids
in the High Frequency fill level inspection technology, it results straightforward to evaluate the
approximate scale of the energy factors involved by the other technologies.    

An example in the Table down:

https://www.graphene-lda.com/_Media/energy-factor-of-different.png
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Energy factor of different widespread fill level inspection technologies. Its reciprocal ( 1/e ) an indicator of
the independance of the results of any technology by the ambient fluctuations, container or beverage conditions

These energy factors are assuring low and often negligible dependence of the X-ray inspection by the changing ambient, liquid and
container conditions.   Fluctuations and derives on ambient humidity and temperature, container fluctuations, beverage temperature are
the equivalent of a Noise whose sum is superimposed to the Signal, due to the interaction between the Beverage and Our true
measurement device: the electromagnetic radiation.

That’s why the X-ray fill level inspection offers maximum Quality and minimum losses-on-
Production (false rejects) to Bottlers.

To have an idea of the differences on different technologies’ values we are considering:

X-ray   solution, selectors, lamps and all of the electronics in its outfeed has an intrinsic
price for parts always < 7000 €  (< 9700 $).   The life expectancy of the most sensible
part, the X-ray generator, is > 5 years when operating > 330 days/year, on 3 shifts.

I R   solution, has a commercial price always < 1000 euros  (< 1380 $).     The life
expectancy of the Projector-Receiver system is < 10 years, when operating > 330
days/year, on 3 shifts.     An IR projector illuminates the bottle in the area of the neck, and
on the opposite side IR absorption is measured by a detector.

H F   solution has a live-cost for parts:  < 3 000 €  (< 4150 $).                                            
   The life expectancy of its most sensible part, the High Frequency bridge, the one
whose Medium-Time-Between-Failures (MTBF) is maximised, is < 2 years.

Diverging interests

Vendors, obviously, know very the fine detail of these differences and, in full and exclusive
favour of their business, overcharge the pricelist of the HF, IR and Laser photosensors’
solutions.  Then, let them appear to Bottlers inferior to X-ray in terms of inspection
performances, but not so much as really they are, when considering the value of what is there.  

More, since ~ 12 years they insist too frequently on
the “safety key of the keyboard” presenting the High
Frequency solution as the safe one.  This practice deviates
the attention of the Design Technical Departments of the
potential Buyer (the Food and Beverage Companies), far
from the Technology which, comparatively, leaves to the
Vendor the minimum net incomes.

https://www.graphene-lda.com/_Media/energy-factor-of-different.png
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As cleared with plenty of detail in other pages, this
analysis is not valid in the case of Beverage Bottling Lines
where the product is the extremely foaming Beer:

level inspected at Filler Machine immediate out feed;
it does not exist a second Fill Level Inspection point,
typically after the Labeller Machine.

In these cases, and only in these, the inspection only can be an High Frequency model, with
the foam compensation optional module added.

When   (0.10  -  0.01)%   >>   0.09 %

Bottlers focusing their attention on the Bottling Line losses-on-production implicit in Vendors’
Technical Guarantees of false rejects like 0.1 %, one bottle each one thousands, should have to
reconsider what technological solution really takes care of their interests.   Losses on
Production Technology-related, e.g. when adopting High Frequency HF Level Inspection rather
than X-rays Fill Level Inspection, cost much more than what can be deduced by a mere
estimation of False Rejects.  We are trying to clear to whom is not accustomed to continously
register and evaluate Electronic Inspectors' counters that, because of the cricitity of these
areas, rejects arising out of the Filler and Labeller Machines imply the identity referred to false
rejects losses:

                                           (0.10  -  0.01)%    =    0.09 %

is no more valid, and replaced by the inequality:

                                           (0.10  -  0.01)%   >>   0.09 %

  

The out feed of the Filler or Labeller Machines are a particularly critical areas of the entire
Bottling Line: one-way conveyors where bottles (or, cans) reach the maximum possible speed.  
To falsely reject 0.10 % rather than 0.01 % along 10 years, increase the Total Cost of
Ownership much more than the difference 0.09 %.   

This, because Rejectors (also named: Ejectors):

are not ideal devices;
were not guaranteed to be ideal devices;
shall never be ideal devices.

Their inner wearing, progressive extension of the conveyor chain and several other factors
introduce progressively increasing errors on rejection timing.  These, in the end, create
downtimes because of jams in the area of the reject Tables and fallen containers.

To clear eventual dobts, it is enough to ask about to the Production Operators caring the Filler
and Labeller Machines.     Ask them about those strange errors of the Rejector, causing small
disasters…    They, your Staff, are the best witnesses to confirm the solidity of this scenario,
because of the physical efforts they personally accomplish, on a daily base, to recover
situations with frequent fallen bottles or jams, until restarting the Production flow.   A rain of
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micro-stops of Production avoidable by mean of a different Technology of inspection.   

The out feed of the Filler or Labeller Machines are a particularly critical areas of the entire Bottling Line: one-way
conveyors where bottles (or, cans) reach the maximum possible speed.   Adopting an unproper Technology to reject

defects in these areas, e.g. 0.10 % rather than 0.01 % along 10 years, increases the Total Cost of Ownership much more

than the difference on Production losses 0.09 %.   Rejectors are not ideal devices.   Inner wearing, progressive extension of
the conveyor chain and other factors introduce progressively increasing errors on timing which, in the end, create
downtimes because of jams in the area of the reject Tables and fallen containers.   Downtimes entering in the TCO.

Quality and Production.   Not Quality or Production
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Vendor’s guarantees stating to Customers that false reject shall be 0.1 % and, in the meantime,
1 mm of underfilling (defect dimension) is detected with high detection rate like 99.99 %, in the
reality are trying to hide the inaccuracies of their system on the side of the false rejects, to let
them appear acceptable, the unacceptable defect’s dimensions.

Bottlers, to avoid to be paying, along the Bottling Line expected lifetime ranging (10 - 15) years,
the cost of a false reject like 1 good bottle erroneously rejected each 1000 bottles, shall be
compelled to reduce sensitivities yet low  like (2 - 3) mm.  

A reduction on sensitivity creating a permanent conflict between duties and goals of Quality
Control Department and Production Department.    It is relevant to understand that causes for
such a conflict originate out of the Beverage Bottling Factory (see section above:  “Diverging
Interests”).  

Important to choose in favour of Quality and Production, not one or the other.    

Nominal target minus 1.5 % is the maximum underfilling which can be legally sold on the
Market by Bottlers.   For a 1500 ml bottle it implies an amount of 22.5 ml of content, easily
detectable by HF fill level inspection but, what about a 500 ml bottle (or, smaller) ?     Then,
they’ll be only 7.5 ml of liquid difference than the average content, implying an extremely high
exposure to false rejects, because of the limits examined here.

Conclusions

Graphene™ knows the price paid for > 400 Electronic Inspectors (by 7 Vendors) and its staff
 started, installed, commissioned them all, then followed two decades of their lifetime servicing
these devices.    We are aware of the true TCO for the Bottlers, following each one Technology,
when reaching the following conclusions.

X-ray is the solution:

maximising fill level inspection Quality;
minimising Losses-on-Production (false rejects) of Bottling Lines;
minimising Vendors’ incomes;
minimising the Total Cost of Ownership weighing on Bottlers.
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